to the Russian empire. The world would accept this
212 fait accompli. Then they would march on to the west.
He did not trouble himself to insure regular supplies.
As the Soviets neared the capital, they were sure the
Poles could not rally.
Here the Russian leader made a serious mistake.
Instead of concentrating all his forces in front of War-
saw until the city fell, he divided them into four sec-
tions. One he sent along the frontier of East Prussia
to take Torun and so cut Warsaw off from Dantzig and
the sea. The second was to circle around Warsaw to the
northwest, cross the Vistula below the city, and come up
ready to attack it from the west—the same plan the
Russians had followed with great success in 1831. The
third, on the south, was to take Lwow—thus the left
wing was entirely unprotected, hanging in the air. And
the fourth, the center, was to attack Warsaw. The last
month justified TuchaczewskFs view that the Polish
army, exhausted and demoralized by the long retreat,
was incapable of any serious resistance. He could take
the capital any day he chose. It would be better to wait
till Ms troops were on the other side of the Vistula,
ready to cut off any retreat to the west. He was cock-
sure of himself—too sure, too confident of victory; he
paid little attention to the movements of the forces op-
posed to Mm.
All this time while one side was advancing and the
other drawing back, negotiations for an armistice and
peace went on and on. The Soviets pretended to the
Allies, to the world at large, that they were ready for
peace, but that was little more than a blind. What they
reaUy wanted was to gain time for further advance, for
their propaganda in Poland to bear fruit. After they
were in possession of Warsaw and the Polish army was
destroyed, negotiations could be taken up seriously—with
a Communistic Poland, they hoped.
Lord D'Abernon published, some years later, the
diary he kept during that dramatic month in Warsaw.

